Puzzles

Solve these anagrams; they're all chemistry terms. Then find those terms in the grid. They're all there, reading in straight lines, up, down or diagonally, backwards or forwards.

GOOD RAVA
ELMO
MORAL CLUE

I ICON
IRKS
DR HAZA

CACTI DEN
PHONY TIMING
BASS MO?

ALT ME
ELITE’S RIOT
SOHO PAM

NB ILLEGAL
TWAS WEARY
UNLIT POOL

WORD SEARCH

T T I H D A R I S K Y P L K F C D P
S L F G K K M A G S S A M O I B H K
N Z V W U K Y C S N Q W V N X Y K I
X R X D S E F C B D R D O D T U Y J
C P H R J B E I T L C I Y O P H T N
L B H A L Z O D D H Z R M U B V B R
V H G L Z B M E D Z G I O M W J E D
M T S U Y A X N H Q N O W S W P G P
T W L C R A R T X I P Q A E S V U C
I S Z E F Z L D N M Q G T I E C D M
P U E L H N D G A L F D E R V S Z J
G I X O C T E H V M R R R T B U I C
C R I M D A S L L C Z V W E A V I A
O R D A G O V A O A U I A L P B C R
L A B E L L I N G M T D Y I J G W C
N O I T U L L O P S G E S O L W W H
J H H M E L O I R I L D M T C H M O
F P I T D O W B B X Y X N M B D N X

Solve these anagrams; they’re all chemistry terms. Then find those terms in the grid. They’re all there, reading in straight lines, up, down or diagonally, backwards or forwards.